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In VANET (vehicular ad hoc network) environment, the successive vehicle position data actually are discrete, so the key to the
moving vehicle modeling is to effectively reduce the updating frequency of the position data so as to alleviate the communication
anddatabasemanagement load.This paper proposes vehicle position data updating strategywith packet repetition based onKalman
filter predicting. Firstly, we design a position data updating model based on Kalman filter difference predicting equations. Then,
we design a packet repetition mode decision algorithm, which is applied to deliver vehicle position updating data. The model with
packet repetition can not only generate position updating data according to preset threshold, but also decide packet repetition
mode related to the distance of two adjacent vehicles in order to reduce data loss. Both simulated highway and realistic urban
road experimental results show that vehicle position data updating frequency could be obviously reduced and the reliability of the
communication is greatly improved through packet repetition mechanism by using this position updating strategy.

1. Introduction

In VANET environment, the accurate position information
of the moving vehicles in the road network could be obtained
through the in-car mobile locating device (such as GPS),
inertial measurement unit, and other in-car position sensors.
Wireless communication facilities (On BoardUnit, OBU, and
Road Side Unit, RSU) can deliver real-time or near real-time
position information to data center for more complex appli-
cations, such as real-time traffic navigation, traffic behavior
studies, and location-related applications such as vehicle
forward collision warning application based on central server
[1].

Before implementing these applications, the first problem
to solve is central management of the position data. Moving
object database (MOD) is a branch of the database research
field developed in recent years. It records the position of the
different moving objects at different times [2]. The users can
query the status of the moving objects from the database at a
certain time [3]. In VANETs (vehicular ad hoc networks), the
positions of the mobile vehicles changed frequently in a very
short cycle time, such as the vehicles installed GPS receiver

update positions every 10 seconds.Thus if the database is real-
time refreshed, the bandwidth of communications and the
database I/0 load will face enormous pressure [4]. Therefore,
the key to mobile vehicle modeling is to reduce the updating
frequency and make the continuous change become the
discrete change [5]. Wolfson Research Group of American
Illinois University in Chicago conducts the first study about
the mobile target item and proposed the corresponding
moving model MOST (moving objects spatial-temporal) to
achieve position updating by storing the movement patterns
of mobile objects (such as speed and direction) as dynamic
properties [6]. Specifically, the position of the mobile object
is abstracted as a function of time, and the calculated
(predicted) value derived from the function is compared with
the actual position. When the deviation of the both reaches a
certain threshold, it is necessary to issue position updating
request to update the database. This “prediction and com-
parison” method greatly reduces the load of communication
and the pressure of datamanagement, which is a fundamental
principle of MOD position updating strategy. However, this
model cannot achieve the server-based applications, such
as the sky-server-based collision avoidance application [7].
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Wu et al. [8] established an object-oriented all-time-domain
data model for moving objects. The model added dynamic
attributes to object-oriented model, which supported all-
time-domain data storage and query. The model location
updating thresholdwas given dynamically in accordancewith
the velocity, accuracy, and azimuth positioning information
from the GPS. The above could realize the trajectory-based
applications, but the applications based on prediction are not
supported.

To date, coordinated techniques and probing vehicle
method, which were employed to acquire and exchange of
position data based on VANETs, have been thoroughly stud-
ied in the past few years. Xu et al. [9] revealed some intrinsic
relationships between coordinated vehicle and road com-
munication system of platoon safety by comparing different
information structures and contents. Sekine [10] presented
possibility of realizing safe mobility by equipping vehicles
with probes. Amoroso et al. [11] presented a distributed
multihop broadcast algorithm for vehicular safety, which is
capable of reaching all vehicles with minimum number of
transmissions with a realistic setting. Marfia et al. [12] con-
duct field trials and tested an accident warning system based
on the multihop broadcast algorithm that has been proven to
be optimal in terms of bandwidth usage and covered distance
on realistic road.The above VANET-related safety studies are
all based on distributed routing algorithm and exchanging
relevant information by multihop broadcasting.

With the rapid development and application of big data
and 5G mobile communication technology, it is a promising
solution to store mass information in central database and
direct transmits safety related messages to the destination
node in form of single-hop broadcasting routing decided by
central-server in VANET accident warning system.There are
two main technical challenges associated with these central-
server-based accident avoidance systems [13]. The first is
the generation of key point with respect to the reliable
estimation of a vehicle’s position in terms of reducing position
data updating. The second is the reliable transmission of
these position data through the channel to their intended
recipients with high probability. This paper focuses on these
two challenges, which reside in reducing vehicle position
data updating frequency and improving reliability of the
intervehicle’s single-hop broadcasting. To achieve these two
goals, we should research the position updating algorithms
and strategies based on prediction threshold on the basis of
the accurate and real-time predictive results, which could
also ensure the timeliness and reliability of message delivery.
Thus the position data updating pressure in central server
could be reduced, and the robustness of data transmission is
increased.

At first, this paper presents the vehicle position descrip-
tion model and then gives the predictive differential equa-
tions of position.On the basis of this, the vehicle position data
updatingmodel is designed and the repetitionmode decision
algorithm based on neighborhood distance is put forward to
optimize the transmission part of the model. So the vehicle
position data updating strategy is formed. Finally, the strategy
is verified on both simulated highway and actual urban
road.

2. The Descripting Model of Vehicle
Position in VANETs

The vehicles as nodes in VANETs have a high degree of
mobility with frequent position changes, and the distribution
of vehicles is complex. Under normal circumstances, the
vehicle is seen as a three-dimensional particle in free space
in the dynamic model of the vehicle position. The navigation
receivers of GPS have the accuracy of only 10 to 15 meters.
So it is essential to use differential GPS (DGPS), if the
positioning accuracy is increased to centimeter level. In
order to compensate for the disruption of GPS signal error,
we should do data fusion of the GPS, in-vehicle inertial
measurement unit, and other in-vehicle sensors [14–16] to
reduce the position drift error.

The vehicle position in VANETs can be represented as a
vector ⇀𝑋 = (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑉, 𝜙)

𝑇, where 𝑋 represents longitude, 𝑌
represents latitude, 𝑉 represents velocity, and 𝜙 represents
direction.

3. The Vehicle Position Prediction Algorithm
Based on Kalman Filter

Kalman filter is a widely used prediction algorithm [17–19].
The basic idea can be stated as follows. The best estimate
guideline is regarded as the minimum mean square error
utilizing the state-space model of signal and noise. The
estimated values of the previous and the observation values of
the current are employed to update the estimation values of
state variables. Thus an estimated value of the current time is
obtained.According to the systemandobservation equations,
the algorithm makes an estimate of the signal required to be
processedmeeting theminimummean square error. Discrete
Kalman filter equations include time updating equations (1)
and state updating equations (2):
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In above equations, 𝐴 is the state transition matrix; 𝑄
is the noise covariance matrix; 𝐻 is the observation matrix;
and 𝑅 is the noise covariance matrix of the observation.
Observation vector 𝑍

𝑘
is achieved from the current node,

namely, the node’s current position. 𝐺
𝑘
is the stable gain

matrix.
In this paper, the vehicle position vector is considered

as the status vector of Kalman filter and the cycle is 10
seconds. Then the vehicle position is predicted after 10
seconds depending on the position vector and the estimation
vector at current moment.
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Figure 1: The vehicle position Kalman filter prediction model.

4. The Differential Prediction Equations Based
on Kalman Filter

4.1. Hypothesis

(1) Each vehicle runs a Kalman filter predictor, which
is employed to predict the vehicle’s own position,
velocity, and direction. Its position vector at moment
𝑘 is ⇀

𝑥(𝑘) = [𝑥(𝑘), 𝑦(𝑘), V(𝑘), 𝜙(𝑘)]𝑇. Its pre-
dicted position vector at moment 𝑘 is 

⇀

𝑥(𝑘) =

[𝑥(𝑘), 𝑦(𝑘), V(𝑘), 𝜙(𝑘)]𝑇.
(2) The time difference of the moment 𝑘 and the moment

𝑘 + 1 is Δ𝑇 = 𝑇
𝑘+1

− 𝑇

𝑘
.

The dynamics of a moving vehicle are sufficiently mod-
eled by a few continuous-time, time-invariant, nonlinear
equations. VANET-based applications considerwheel speeds,
wheel angles, and vehicle positions as state variables. The
measurements necessary for vehicle path prediction are
available from sensors already available on many vehicles for
vehicle status control purposes. Figure 1 shows the vehicle
position prediction process. The measured value at moment
𝑘 from sensors is put into the path prediction block. The
path prediction block uses the classic bicyclemodel to predict
vehicle position at moment 𝑘 + 1. Variable 𝛼(𝑘) represents
steering angle, and variable 𝜑(𝑘) represents heading of the
vehicle at moment 𝑘. Equations (3) and (4) are path pre-
diction equations. The predicted value from path prediction
block is put into Kalman gain block, which combines path
predicted value with GPS measured value at moment 𝑘 + 1.
Equation (5) is the Kalman gain block. The path prediction
equations are

𝑥 (𝑘 + 1) = V𝑥 (𝑘) cos (𝜑 (𝑘)) − V𝑦 (𝑘) sin (𝜑 (𝑘)) ,

𝑦 (𝑘 + 1) = V𝑥 (𝑘) sin (𝜑 (𝑘)) + V𝑦 (𝑘) cos (𝜑 (𝑘)) ;
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where𝑀 represents vehicle mass, 𝛼 represents steering angle,
̇

𝜙 represents heading rate, 𝜑 represents heading of the vehicle,
𝑙

𝑓
and 𝑙
𝑟
, respectively, represent the perpendicular distances

from the front and rear axles to the vehicle’s center of gravity,
and 𝐶

𝛼𝑓
and 𝐶

𝛼𝑟
, respectively, represent the linear front and

rear tire cornering stiffness.
The Kalman gain equations are
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Then at moment 𝑘 + 1, the predicted values of the vehicle
position vector⇀𝑥(𝑘+1) = [𝑥(𝑘+1), 𝑦(𝑘+1), V(𝑘+1), 𝜙(𝑘+1)]𝑇
are as follows:

𝑥 (𝑘 + 1) =
𝑥 (𝑘) + V (𝑘) × cos ( 𝜙 (𝑘)) × Δ𝑇;

𝑦 (𝑘 + 1) =
𝑦 (𝑘) + V (𝑘) × sin ( 𝜙 (𝑘)) × Δ𝑇;

V (𝑘 + 1) = V (𝑘) ;



𝜙 (𝑘 + 1) =



𝜙 (𝑘) +



̇

𝜙 (𝑘) × Δ𝑇.

(6)

In this paper we define (6) as Kalman filter difference
prediction equations. The vehicle position information at
moment 𝑘 + 1 could be predicted in accordance with the
vehicle position at moment 𝑘 by (6).
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Figure 2: The vehicle position updating model.

5. Vehicle Position Data Updating Strategy

5.1. Vehicle Position Data Updating Model. As shown in
Figure 2, the difference predictor is built on Kalman filter
difference prediction equations mentioned above. According
to the current vehicle measured value ⇀𝑥(𝑘) and predicted
value ⇀𝑥(𝑘), we get the Kalman predicted value ⇀𝑥(𝑘 + 1) of
next moment through Kalman filter predictor.The difference
predicted value ̃

⇀

𝑥(𝑘 + 1) of next moment can be gotten
through current predicted value⇀𝑥(𝑘) by difference predictor.

The values ⇀𝑥(𝑘+1) and ̃⇀𝑥(𝑘+1) are put into the position
deviation judgment; compared with the preset threshold,
if they are more than threshold value, the vehicle position
updating request is launched. Then vehicle current position
⇀

𝑥(𝑘) is sent to the data center database server via VANET. At
the same time the current moment position predicted value

⇀

𝑥(𝑘) is put into difference predictor for the next moment
difference prediction.

Positional deviation judger is responsible for comparing
the difference between 𝑥 and 𝑦 in vectors ⇀𝑥(𝑘+1) and ̃⇀𝑥(𝑘+
1). The judgment equations are as follows:

𝜉long =
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;
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× cos ( 𝜙 (𝑘))




.

(7)

In (7), 𝜉long is the vertical prediction deviation between
the Kalman predictor and the difference predictor; 𝜉lat is
the horizontal prediction deviation between the Kalman
predictor and the difference predictor.

5.2. The Vehicle Position Data Updating Model with Packet
Repetition. DSRC (Dedicated Short-RangeCommunication)
is the basis of VANET, which is a kind of wireless communi-
cation system. DSRC links the vehicles and road organically
through the two-way transmission of information. InVANET

DSRC wireless communication environment, packet loss is a
factor that must be considered because it can bring vehicle
position data error and delay in data center, thus affecting
the central-server-based vehicle forward collision warning
judgment in VANET active safety applications. PDR (Packet
Delivery Ratio) refers to the total number of packets on the
receiver than the packets from the sender of the ratio. PDR
can not only reflect the maximum throughput which the
wireless network can support, but also describe the integrity
and correctness of the vehicle position data updating model
to some extent [20]. Bai and Krishnan’s [21] study shows
that PDR decreases with the increase of the communication
distance between the vehicles. For example, in the highway
environment, when the communication distance between
two adjacent vehicles is 100 meters, the PDR is 91%. When
the communication distance is 200 meters, the PDR is 68%.
When the communication distance is 300 meters, the PDR is
57%. When the communication distance is up to 400 meters,
the PDR is 48%.

In order to reduce packet loss that affects the vehicle
position information data storage and updating in data
center, this paper designs the vehicle position data updating
model with packet repetition, which is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 3, according to routing protocol determined
by the central server, the vehicle obtains the desired com-
municating adjacent vehicle position data ⇀𝑦(𝑘) from the
data center. According to the vehicle position ⇀

𝑥(𝑘) and
adjacent vehicle position ⇀𝑦(𝑘), Euclidean distance between
two vehicles could be calculated. By the Euclidean distance
of two vehicles, the repetition mode decider runs repetition
algorithm to get the repetition times corresponding to posi-
tion data ⇀𝑥(𝑘). Thus this position data will be delivered to
the adjacent vehicle. The repetition mode decision algorithm
is described in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, Eucli Dist represents the Euclidean
distance between two adjacent vehicles; Max
Number of Repetitions represents the maximum number
of repetitions; Max Transmission Dist represents the
maximum allowable transmission distance; Adjust PDR
represents the expectation PDR; Min Repetions Dist
represents the preset minimum transmission distance;
Repetions Interval represents the default repetition Interval;
and Number of Repetitions represents the number of
repetitions running this algorithm to get.

5.3. Vehicle Position Data Updating Strategy. At the moment
𝑘, if 𝜉long or 𝜉lat is more than the system preset threshold,
the vehicle will initiate position updating request and the
current observed value ⇀𝑥(𝑘) will be sent to the data center.
The database stores new position information which is as a
key point of vehicle position in MOD database.

Judgment rules of position updating strategy are as
follows:

if (𝜉long(𝑘 + 1) ≥ 𝑇𝑟.long. ∨ 𝜉lat(𝑘 + 1) ≥ 𝑇𝑟.lat.)
𝑠(𝑘) = 1

else
𝑠(𝑘) = 0.
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(1) Input: Eucli Dist,Max Number of Repetitions,Max Transmission Dist,
(2)Min Repetions Dist, Repetions Interval, Adjust PDR;
(3)Output: Number of Repetitions;
(4) If Eucli Dist <Max Transmission Dist and Eucli Dist >Min Repetions Dist then
(5) If Number of Repetitions <Max Number of Repetitions then
(6) If PDR ≤ Adjust PDR
(7) Increase Num of Repetions(Number of Repetitions, Repetions Interval);
(8) Else
(9) Number of Repetitions =Max Number of Repetitions;
(10) End
(11) Else
(12) Decrease Num of Repetions(Number of Repetitions, Repetions Interval);
(13) Else
(14) Increase Num of Repetions(Number of Repetitions, Repetions Interval);
(15) End

Algorithm 1: The repetition model decision algorithm based on intervehicle distance.
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Kalman predictor

Vehicle
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Network
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Database
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Figure 3: The vehicle position updating model with packet repetition.

𝑇𝑟

.long. is the vertical deviation threshold. 𝑇𝑟
.lat. is the

horizontal prediction deviation threshold. 𝑠(𝑘) is whether to
send the position information in themoment 𝑘. “1” represents
“to send” and “0” represents “not to send.”

6. Simulation Verification

6.1. The Simulation Scheme Designing. In the road network,
the frequency of vehicles position updating is related to the
vehicles driving state, which is changed with vehicle speed
and the direction. In order to estimate themessage generation
speed in a section, with reference to the meaning of [bytes
∗ m/s] that is used to measure the ability of wireless node
communication in MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network), this
paper adopts the number of position updating messages that
the vehicle has generated on a certain length of the road
section during a certain time window as the evaluation index
(in this paper, called messages generation density, MGD).
Here, we take [messages/300m ∗ 3 minutes] as the unit of
MGD.

In Kalman filter, since the measured values of vehicles
sensor cause background noise, so the path predicted values
cause uncertainty error. In this paper, in order to simulate
the output errors from the Kalman filter predictor, we use
the Gauss colored noise to simulate the background noise
of Kalman filter prediction. We choose colored noise instead
of white noise because the experimental data shows that the
Kalman filter predictor errors are colored rather than white.
We use linear prediction autoregressive method to eliminate
Gauss colored noise. Referring to the conclusion in literature
13 which corresponds to 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑉, and 𝜙, the mean value of
Gauss colored noise is 0.2 [m], 0.2 [m], 0.3 [m/s], and 0.5∘.

6.2. The Simulation Process. As shown in Figure 4, the simu-
lation process steps are as follows.

Step 1. Select the simulation road section and determine the
simulation parameters.

Step 2. Input the simulation parameters into traffic simulator
to simulate and then extract all vehicles’ original position
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Figure 4: Simulation verification process.

data on the traffic simulator on this road section at a certain
sampling frequency.

Step 3. Input original position data received from Step 2 into
the Kalman predictor to get predicted value ⇀𝑥(𝑘 + 1).

Step 4. Input predicted values received from Step 3 into
difference predictor, namely, putting them into (6) to get
difference predicted value ̃⇀𝑥(𝑘 + 1).

Step 5. Input the values received from Steps 3 and 4 into the
position deviation judgment, namely, putting them into (7)
to calculate 𝜉long and 𝜉lat. Then compare them with the preset
deviation threshold. Finally determine whether to generate
position updating messages.

Step 6. Record all the generated position updating points for
subsequent analysis.

6.3.The Results and Analysis of Simulation. This paper selects
an eight-lane highway basic section as the simulation object
to study the messages generation of the vehicle position
updating strategy and chooses Paramics as traffic simulation
tools. According to experience, we take the horizontal thresh-
old as 0.3 [m] and the vertical threshold as 0.2 [m]. For an
eight-lane highway simulation scenario, the unit of MGD is
[messages/300m ∗ 3 minutes].

Simulation parameter values are presented in Table 1.
The average flow rate for each lane is 1800 [vph] and

the average space headway is 30 [m]. Without using position
updating strategy, under the condition that all vehicles’

Table 1: Simulation parameters on eight-lane highway basic section.

Parameter Value
Section length 6 [km]
Sample interval 0.5 [s]
Average traffic flow per lane 1800 [vph]
Average time headway 1.3 [s]
One-way lanes 4
Minimum flow for each lane 300 [vph]
Maximum flow for each lane 2200 [vph]
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Figure 5: The distance—MGD—on an eight-lane highway.

periodic position updating interval is 10 [s] (i.e., six times per
minute), in every 300 [m] length of road, within three-minute
window range, the number of periodic updating messages is

300 [section length]
30 [between cars]

× 4 [lanes]

×

180 [time window]
10 [sampling period]

= 720 [messages] .
(8)

After using position updating strategy, the condition is shown
in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, when using position updating
strategy, the number ofMGD is less than 100, and the highest
number is 96.When not using position updating strategy, the
number of MGD is 720. So the number of vehicle positions
updating request is dropped to about 1/7 of the original.Thus
the database refreshing rate (database I/O load) is dropped to
1/7 compared with the original. So the effect is obvious, with
satisfactory results.

As shown in Figure 6, the road traffic flow rate varies from
400 [vph] to 2100 [vph].Themaximumnumber ofMGD is no
more than 100.The result proves that the proposed strategy is
effective.

7. Actual Road Verification

We utilize float car data collected on July 9, 2014, in
Changchun to validate the strategy proposed in this paper.
The experimental vehicle fleet consists of 15 leased taxiswhich
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Table 2: Comparison of measured messages and used strategy
messages.

Road section
serial

Measured
messages Messages of used strategy

1 338 69
2 421 71
3 579 122
4 231 45
5 461 92
6 296 56
7 143 26
8 443 82
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Figure 6: The flow rate—MGD—on an eight-lane highway.

run along the South Lake road, Yatai street, Ziyou road, and
Renmin street in Changchun. The experimental fleet goes by
eight sectionswith signal control between 7:00 and 8:00 using
GPSMap76 receiver to gather vehicle position information.
The vehicles of the fleet are ordered fromnumber 1 to number
15 by the starting order. For predicting deviation values, the
horizontal threshold is set to 0.3 [m]; vertical threshold is set
to 0.2 [m]. At the same time, we use a stopwatch to record 𝑡
accurate travel time that the fleet expends through each road.
Periodic position updating interval is set to 10 [s].

The numbers of position updating generationmessages by
using the updating strategy were compared with the numbers
ofmeasured periodicmessages.The result is shown in Table 2.
After applying the proposed strategy, the average number of
messages is reduced to about 1/5 of the original. The result is
satisfactory and illustrates that this strategy is effective.

According to the preset parameters in Table 2, we com-
pare periodic position updating messages with the using
strategy position updatingmessages produced by the number
7 vehicle. The results are shown in Figure 7.

According to Bai and Krishnan’s [21] conclusions in
the urban road environment, the relationship between PDR
values and the communication distance of two vehicles is
positive correlation. In this paper, we set expected PDR
to 0.90, the minimum transmission distances to 50 [m],
maximum repetition times to 5, repetition interval to 0.5 [s],
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Figure 7:Messages of the 7th vehicle before and after using position
updating strategy.
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Figure 8:The PDR of not using repetitionmodel decision algorithm
(number 7).

and maximum transmission distances to 500 [m]. We choose
American Denso Inc. V2X in-car machine which supports
DSRC protocol as intervehicle communication platform.
Repetition mode decision algorithm runs with above param-
eters. Position updating messages that are generated in
numbers 7 and 8 and the communication process with the
adjacent vehicles is acquired and analyzed. The PDR values
of using and not using repetition mode decision algorithm
are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

As shown in Figure 10, when using repetition mode
decision algorithm (green curve), the repetition times were
adjusted dynamically so as to improve PDR values effectively
comparing with not using repletion model decision algo-
rithm (red curve). Thus the reliability of message transmis-
sion is improved.The PDR value after using algorithm in this
experiment rises to 0.90 as above, which has achieved the
expected results. So this algorithm is effective.
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8. Conclusions

In VANET environment, the positions of vehicle nodes
change frequently and have short cycles, which bring enor-
mous pressure to the network communication and the data
storage and updating in data center. This paper considers
that the vehicle movement patterns (position, speed, and
direction) can be stored in the form of dynamic vector
which has implemented position updating in central MOD
database. On this basis, we designed a position updating
model and strategy based on Kalman filter. In order to
reduce the packet loss and improve the PDR over DSRC
communication protocol, we designed a repetition mode
decision algorithm based on the distance of two adjacent
vehicles for communication. The simulation and actual road
experiment show that this position updating strategy with
packet repetition can significantly reduce the vehicle MGD
and increase PDR so as to greatly save network bandwidth,
reduce the pressure of database management, and enhance
the reliability of network transmission.

Here, we assumed that the wireless network transmission
delay is extremely small. In fact, the presence of transmission
delay always makes position updating data outdated, making

the position data stored in the database unavailable.The next
research will be launched on how to ensure the positional
deviation error under the control in the condition of high
time delay.

In this paper, the horizontal threshold and the vertical
threshold were fixed at 0.3 [m] and 0.2 [m] according to
experience. The same situation occurs in periodic position
updating interval, which was set to 10 [s] in this paper. Since
a vehicle position updating algorithm has to be operated
well in all possible situations, future work can be conducted
that addresses the issue of stability and robustness under
different offset thresholds. Furthermore, consolidation efforts
are required in order to provide algorithm performance
comparisons of the various periodic positions’ updating
interval.
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